IE Business School operates on a rolling admissions process. As such, there is no explicit deadline for applications for a particular intake. However, given the limited number of places in each program, we recommend that students initiate the application process as far in advance as possible. This is especially important for those who plan on applying for a scholarship due to the limited funds.

The IE Foundation awards tuition funding assistance to talented students in need of financial aid based on merit, distinctive competences and excellence. IE also has agreements with leading Spanish banks to offer students attractive loan packages to finance tuition.

Please make sure to visit the website for the program you are interested in order to find a complete list of admissions requirements for each program.
WHY AN MBA AT IE BUSINESS SCHOOL?

Recognized as one of the world’s top business schools by international rankings, IE Business School offers a number of renowned MBA programs in full-time and part-time formats. A pioneer in Distance Education, IE makes it possible to combine personal and professional commitments with a top-ranked MBA, as students can choose programs that combine face-to-face periods with interactive online sessions.

Students of our MBA programs share classrooms and experiences with all members of the IE community, which is made up of top individuals from different academic, professional, cultural and personal backgrounds, creating therefore a network of professionals who work in different sectors and roles throughout the globe.

IE Business School shapes the leaders of the 21st century, who promote innovation and change in organizations, equipping directors with an entrepreneurial mindset that generates employment, wealth and social wellbeing.

IE Business School represents change, innovation, and creativity; it is a school organized around its students, adapting itself to their needs and to the circumstances surrounding them in an ever-evolving world.
IE BUSINESS SCHOOL QUICK FACTS

46,000 ALUMNI
holding positions of responsibility in more than 100 COUNTRIES

40% of our students receive FINANCIAL AID

Annual careers fair with over 120 RECRUITING companies, firms, start-ups and non-for-profits

More than 10 DUAL DEGREES offered

90 NATIONALITIES represented on campus each year

15% of our students create their OWN BUSINESS

30% female students, 28% female professors

Accredited by AMBA, EQUIS and AACSB among others

More than 500 PROFESSORS

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION

• European Business Schools
  • Online MBA
  • MBAs
  • Executive MBAs
  3rd in Europe
  1st worldwide
  5th in Europe, 13th worldwide
  4th in Europe, 15th worldwide

• Executive MBAs
  • Distance Learning - Executive MBAs
  2nd worldwide
  1st worldwide

• Full-time MBAs (Non-US)
  • Executive MBA Programs
  2nd worldwide
  7th worldwide
FULL-TIME MBA

• International MBA

Average years of professional experience: 5
Duration: 1 year *
Location: Madrid (Spain)

An MBA out of the Ordinary. In a world that is rapidly changing, business leaders must learn to adapt and grow wherever they work in order to stay competitive. At IE, the International MBA is a hothouse for business professionals of every background who want to accelerate their learning and personal growth.

The curriculum of the International MBA offers a personalized approach to learning. Students can customize up to 40% of the program by choosing between two innovative Labs, a wide range of electives, consulting projects, international trips and much more. Furthermore, a Professional Fitness module in behaviors, leadership, and career strategy complements the academic curriculum.

IMBAs embrace unconventional thinking. They seek new points of view and challenge the status quo. As a global community, they transcend geographic and cultural differences to discover their shared values and collective strengths. IMBAs believe in the power to work together to create value beyond the bottom line.

International MBA graduates are proficient in the fundamentals of business, and they possess the interpersonal skills and cultural intelligence to navigate the increasingly complex world of international business. What’s more, they have an entrepreneurial mindset they can use to bring meaningful change to existing companies or to create new ventures.

The International MBA also offers several Dual Degree and 1+1 options with other leading international schools, including:

International
MBA
+ Master of Advanced Management. IE-Yale
+ Master of Science in Management Studies. IE-MIT Sloan
+ Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship. IE-Brown
+ Master in Advanced Finance. IE
+ Master in Market Research & Consumer Behavior. IE

*Extend your MBA experience through an IMBA Unplugged option
IE Business School’s MBAs

International schools, including:

The International MBA also offers several Dual Degree and 1+1 options with other leading schools of international business. What’s more, they have an entrepreneurial mindset. IMBAs believe in the power to work against the status quo. As a global community, they transcend geographic and cultural differences to discover their shared values and collective strengths. IMBAs embrace unconventional thinking. They seek new points of view and challenge the status quo.

The curriculum of the International MBA offers a personalized approach to learning. Students can customize up to 40% of the program by choosing between two innovative programs. Furthermore, a Professional Fitness module in behaviors, leadership, and career strategy complements the academic curriculum.

In a world that is rapidly changing, business leaders must learn to adapt and grow wherever they work in order to stay competitive. At IE, the International MBA focuses both on the development of hard skills and responsibility. It offers insights into Asia-Pacific markets, business strategies and management cultures. This program is designed for professionals seeking to propel their careers to an executive level, with a focus on sustainability and innovation.

Both IE and SMU are members of the Association of Asia Pacific Business Schools (AAPBS). It offers insights into Asia-Pacific markets, business strategies and management cultures. This program promotes business excellence, entrepreneurship and ideas from around the globe.

A unique partnership with Brown University that allows senior executives to examine the global business landscape through the multiple lenses of the liberal arts, developing leaders capable of inspiring change and redefining the rules. IE Brown students harness creativity, inspire innovation and re-define the rules to lead change and drive impact within organizations.

Successful professionals require increasing flexibility and a global network to benchmark with top talent in Asia. The program prepares future leaders to understand global business, to lead tomorrow's successful enterprises on a world stage.

Globally-minded business leaders are presented with new challenges as they expand their business acumen, benchmark best practices and prepare for sustainable development and innovation. This program promotes business excellence, entrepreneurship and ideas from around the globe.

With residential periods in four different countries, this program offers a truly global window to industry. It’s designed for managers seeking to define success on their own terms and who want to develop key business skills and grow a peer network of diverse executives.

An MBA out of the Ordinary.
PART-TIME MBAS

Successful professionals require increasing flexibility and a global network, to benchmark with peers from diverse backgrounds and gain insight into successful business practices across the world. IE Business School’s part-time MBAs answer these needs through a combination of face-to-face learning with interactive, online experiences, which allow students to follow the program from any location worldwide.

The students of our part-time MBA programs have different levels of professional experience depending on the program they study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average years of professional experience</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global MBA / IE-SMU MBA</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Executive MBA</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IE Brown Executive</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Executive MBA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Global MBA*

**Average years of professional experience:** 6  
**Duration:** 15 months  
**Combines online periods with residential periods in Madrid (Spain)**

This program is designed for professionals seeking to propel their careers to an executive level, strengthen their business knowledge and management skills all while expanding their network in a class forged by diversity and ambition. It focuses both on the development of hard skills (through a core MBA curriculum) and on soft skills, including: leadership, teamwork, negotiation and responsibility.

*IE-SMU MBA*

**Average years of professional experience:** 6  
**Duration:** 10 months  
**Combines online periods with four residential periods in Singapore and one in Spain**

IE Business School and Singapore Management University have joined hands to offer this MBA for top talent in Asia. The program prepares future leaders to understand global business, apply a strategic mind-set, and deploy evidence-based techniques to effect positive change. It offers insights into Asia-Pacific markets, business strategies and management cultures. Both IE and SMU are members of the Association of Asia Pacific Business Schools (AAPBS).
• Executive MBA

**Average years of professional experience:** 12  
**Duration:** 15 months  
**Combines online periods with residential periods in Madrid (Spain)**

The program is designed for managers seeking to define success on their own terms and who want to develop key business skills and grow a peer network of diverse executives. It focuses both on the development of hard skills (through a core MBA curriculum) and on soft skills, including: leadership, teamwork, negotiation and responsibility. The program also includes an Entrepreneurial Management course.

• IE Brown Executive MBA

**Average years of professional experience:** 13  
**Duration:** 15 months  
**Combines online periods with residential periods in USA, Spain and South Africa**

A unique partnership with Brown University that allows senior executives to examine the global business landscape through the multiple lenses of the liberal arts, developing leaders capable of inspiring change and redefining the rules. IE Brown students harness creativity, inspire innovation and re-define the rules to lead change and drive impact within organizations, industries and societies.

• Global Executive MBA

**Average years of professional experience:** 14  
**Duration:** 14 months  
**Combines online periods with residential periods in Spain, Singapore, USA and Brazil**

This program promotes business excellence, entrepreneurship and ideas from around the globe. With residential periods in four different countries, this program offers a truly global window to the business world, adding important components on the emerging and hub markets, sustainable development and innovation. Globally-minded business leaders are presented with new challenges as they expand their business acumen, benchmark best practices and prepare to lead tomorrow’s successful enterprises on a world stage.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

IE’s Career Management Center’s commitment is twofold:

- To boost the professional visibility of students and alumni
- To give recruiters access to IE professionals that best fit their requirements

To achieve these objectives, the Career Management Center serves as a guide for students when defining a Strategic Career Plan:

ANALYSIS OF STRENGTHS AND MOTIVATIONS
DEFINITION OF PERSONAL NICHE IN GLOBAL LABOR MARKETS
USE OF TOOLS AND PROACTIVE NETWORKING WITH TARGET COMPANIES

+6000 JOB OPPORTUNITIES managed yearly.

+3500 job offers from INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES.

INTERNATIONAL RECRUITMENT rate of 50%.

+1500 INTERVIEWS conducted ON CAMPUS.

+20,000 students and alumni USING OUR IE CAREER PORTAL.

ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID

IE Business School operates on a rolling admissions process. As such, there is no explicit deadline for applications for a particular intake. However, given the limited number of places in each program, we recommend that students initiate the application process as far in advance as possible. This is especially important who those who plan on applying for a scholarship due to the limited funds.

The IE Foundation awards tuition funding assistance to talented students in need of financial aid based on merit, distinctive competences and excellence. IE also has agreements with leading Spanish banks to offer students attractive loan packages to finance tuition. www.ie.edu/financialaid

Please make sure to visit the website for the program you are interested in order to find a complete list of admissions requirements for each program.